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CONDITIONS OF TRANSIT IN THE IVCRY COAST

The wharfs and port of Abidjan have traditionally been the place of

delivery for imports "bound for' the Upper Volta and even for the Niger since

the railway was extendeu. to Ouagadougou. Conversely, the whole of the

Upper "Volta's exports were sent through the Ivory Coast.

BvSr since the opening of the lagoon (1951) the volume of this transit

traffic has been continually increasing, but a recent event has just made

the problem much more vast: Since September 196Oj the whole of Mali's

trade has taken placa through the port of Abidjan.

On that occasion the right of transit across the national territory

entirely free of charge was reaffirmed idr the three inland States, and

all arrangements were made or guaranteed to facilitate transport to these

States 1 iree circulation of the trucks of Mali, the Upper Volta or the

,.$iger on."international" journoys, additions ta the rolling stockxpf the

-railway network, establishment of preferential."long distance" tariffs,

etc. ....:.. ;■.;:

It should be noted that there has been no reorganization of custcms

formalities; this is solely because the regulations already existing gave

every satisfaction to the States of destination. . -

Actually the customs transit regulations in the Ivory Coast, which

are identical with those of the.inland States 3ince they all belong to

the Customs Unit?* of West African States? constitute the renewal of the

regulations of the former branch West Africa* Consequently there already

existed a very great advantage - the absence of inspections at frontier

crossings.

In fact the goods travel freely .between the customs pert qi' delivery

and the customs office of destination.

; The only security required in the Ivory Coast is the signature of

a bond note which is both a. detailed declaration and a bond entered, into

..upon departure. There is wide latitude as to time-Jimits; the means o£
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transport ars indicated according to the declarant's choice, the itinerary

is: not even checked. The settlement of the bonds is entrusted to the

customs offices of destination in whom complete confidence is placed. The

customs documents do not necessarily; accompany the goods, as several trucks

or wagons may be carrying goods entered on the same "bond note,

Nevertheless the consignment or shipping note referring to the bond

may be required upon departure. These are the conditions under which all

the transit operations through the Ivory Coast are carried out.,

Of course these'operations are not limited simply to imports, but

are a.matter of routine in connexion with any other suspensive system -

private bonded warehouse (entrop&t fictif), special bonded warehouse ,and

even temporary admission. . .

Under the regulations there is indeed another simpler possibility as

regards rail transport - the system of international transit which-merely

requires a report (declaration de gros) (a s-;raigh't-forward inventory repeat

ing the indications in the manifest) in exchange for the guarantee of the

sealing of the ti^gonn and the security given by the railway network.

Although this alternative would greatly dase th& pressure* on the

customs administration of the port of Abidjan, it is not at present used for

various reasons: .

1. The railway network has made certain pooling companies responsible

for "filling its wagons"; with a view both to making its administration

easier and seeing that its rolling stock is put to bettor use.

2. The transit agencies of destination use the shipping documents to

fill out the final detailed declarations - thus they confine themselves to

mere oopying worlc (or adaptation), and-leave it to their Abidjan agencies, who

have a larger and specialised staff, to prepare the transit dossier proper.

These conditions will probably alter in time. But in the immediate

future, despite the important effect this would have on the Customs

Administration of the delivery port, nothing can be changed by means of

regulations alone.
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For the time being these same conditions would make the application

of provisions on the lines of the TIE or TRI, which might be contemplated

for road transport, completely ineffective.

However, ros.d transport is bsing carried out more and more by heavy

equipment (semi-trailers), so that the vehicle itself could be sealed

without insuperable difficulties.

In conclusion, the development of conditions of transit in the

Ivory Coast is by no means held baok by customs requirements, but will

oonform to the facilities of the inland countries of destination both from

the angle of personnel and of equipment. It is even in the interest of the

Ivory Coast customs to see that the development takes place rapidly, so

as to simplify the operations of the Abidjan office and hence to release

a large number of staff, to the advantage of strictly internal supervision.

Lastly it should be stated that the transit "downwards" of commodities

exported by the inland States is effected with the same liberalism and

without difficulty, the Ivory Coast customs officials providing whole

hearted assistance and not allowing any of such commodities to be shipped

until they have ascertained that the export duties have been paid upon

departure.




